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In Memoriam
SPA’s Loss of Two Great Members

Join our Discussion list
from within the webpage
or inform any officer and
we’ll “sign you up”. It’s like
a gigantic Mailing-list, but at
NO CHARGE. A service
to membership and
potentials from SPA.

It’s with great sadness we announce the recent loss of two of our East
Region SPA family. Both Charlie Johns (May 12) from Alabama and Fred
Robertson (April 24) from Alabama passed away. The left photo was taken
of Charlie and Ann at the 2019 Mac Hodges contest in Georgia.
Fred flew NOVICE (now Basic), and was a quiet, positive presence,
often attending contests with his son Sean. I enjoyed talking with them, (as
did everyone), and was a frequent caller (coach), of for his flights. We need
more members like him.
Continued...
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From his obituary, a very active person with many accomplishments:

Jim Johns “I always called Charlie “my brother from
another mother”. He was always pleasant and a great
source of information...He will be sorely missed by all
who knew him.“
Duane Wilson: He was easy to like, He was very
helpful, freely offering his expertise. I remember at a
certain contest I was having trouble with my engine and
Charlie helped, (really led), in fixing the problem that
would have taken me all night of trial and error to try
to figure out. When others were relaxing, Charlie and I
were in pitch blackness with me holding the light.
Charlie and I always flew in the same class and were
often close in flying, but he was usually a bit better.
During the 10 years we held the Asheville contest, he
usually made the long drive from Alabama all the way to
Asheville. Penny and I really appreciated him and Ann
coming to the Friday night “party” at the house. They
would always say how much they enjoyed the gettogethers.
(Above) A typical sight was Fred Robertson and Sean relaxing
and “being cool”—this time at the 2019 Shoot-Out at Toone,

(Below left) Charlie at an Asheville dinner and
(Right) swapping stories with “the boys”
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A New Season
Everything seems so quiet now—but wait—it will not be long ’til the sound of model engines
Will once more fill the skies. As pilots gather from far and wide, old friendships are renewed,
There are new patterns to discuss, mechanical difficulties to overcome, new people to meet.
There are new memories to be made, maneuvers to judge and many yarns to swap.
A new contest season is about to begin with everyone equal and hopes high.
Long live vintage aerobatics and the SPA!!

FROM THE PRESIDENT—When your plane talks to you – listen! The 2021 contest

season is off to a good start with two contests in the West, one in the East, and one remaining in each
division for the month of June. The turnout so far has been good at all the contests. In the West, 19
competitors have flown in at least one of the two events. In the East there were 21 who flew at
Knoxville. That is a good way to get things going. It certainly was nice to see a lot of familiar faces at
the Knoxville event, including Ellis Newkirk who made the long drive from Texas. Ellis and I were
neck and neck after four rounds on Saturday and it was clear that whoever did best in the remaining
two rounds on Sunday would win. And then strange things started to happen. On both rounds as I
flew the second leg of the Figure M with Quarter Rolls I applied left rudder for the stall turn and nothing
happened! The plane just continued going up.
Eventually it did execute the stall in the correct direction, but the symmetry was lost. Later – on both flights – when I
applied left rudder in the Reverse Knife Edge, the plane veered towards the canopy. That had never happened before.
These strange events happened on both flights with the expected lowered scores. I was puzzled, as everything checked
out fine on the ground. At least until I went to put the plane away after the contest. I was flying my electric Curare
with retractable gear. To put it away, the first step is to retract the gear. And then I noticed that with the gear
retracted the steering linkage jammed and I had no left rudder! Everything was fine with the gear down. The culprit was
a sliding steering link. When the gear is extended it allows the pushrod to steer the nose wheel. When the gear is
retracted this link must slide back and forth so as to not jam the rudder linkage. But for some reason it was stuck so
the strange in-flight phenomena were explained. Who would have guessed that the problem only occurred when the
gear was retracted? At any rate, a bit of Vaseline on the link cured that problem. It is interesting to note that a
complication due to the use of retracts potentially cost me first place… Lesson learned. Ellis – I will have that problem
fixed and my checklist modified, so watch out the next time we fly together!
I have just returned from the flying field where I experienced two interesting problems with the corresponding
lessons learned. When I got to the field I checked the state of charge of my lipos. One read full and three needed to be
topped up. I proceeded to fly and after four maneuvers the motor stopped! I had never had that experience before. I
landed dead stick and then the electric motor worked again. Odd. I checked the lipo charge and it showed 99% - just
before it flicked to 1%. It seems that this checker initializes and then reads the correct charge. What I had done was try
to fly with a depleted lipo. It lasted through four maneuvers before the 3 volt cutoff stopped the motor. Of course, in
that event if you reduce throttle to zero it will reset and the motor will run for a brief time. Strange behavior resolved.
Lesson learned – don’t be in a hurry when taking a voltage reading. Wait for the reading to stabilize!
On the fifth flight I flew the Figure M, but noticed a really slow roll rate on the quarter rolls. As a precaution I landed
and found the right aileron servo to be unresponsive. I pushed on the servo linkage and it started to work again! Okay,
enough of that. I put everything away and I will replace the servo. I am just glad it decided to quit in the neutral
position. Thinking back on it I recalled twice where the servo seemed not to work, but it started to work when I
pushed on the linkage. In both of those cases the servo had been pushed to one extreme while transporting the plane
and I thought that it was jammed as a result. It worked fine after I centered the servo by hand. I realize now that the
servo is intermittent and that I was just fortunate to have it stop responding in the neutral position while I was flying. I
shudder to think what would have happened if it had quit at full throw! That happened to Bill Dodge while he was
practicing for the Knoxville contest. Fortunately, another club member helped get it down without damage.
The moral of the story is that there is always something to learn, especially if you are moving to a different system or
3
type of technology. When your plane talks to you – listen! I’ve dodged enough bullets for today. At least I had left
rudder on the practice flights! Until next time, Jeff
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BASIC
ADAM RUSH

3000

ALAN SCHREIBER

981

SPORTSMAN
BLAKE ARNOLD

2936

BOBBY ZYKES

2901

NATHAN HAYCOCK

2721

ADVANCED
GARY ALPHIN

2948

CHRIS BERARDI

2800

MAX BLOSE

2599

EXPERT
TODD BLOSE

2995

STEPHEN BYRD

2963

PAT ENSIGN

2941

WAYNE GALLIGAN

2864

SR EXPERT
DAVID DINGMAN

3000

DANNY JACKSON

2918

KEN KNOTTS

2656
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2021 Texas Wings Aerobatics SPA West Contest Report
The Pilots

L-R: Nathan Haycock, Ken Knotts, Adam Rush, Blake Arnold, Stephen Byrd, Dave Dingman, Pat Ensign,
Tony White, Max Blose, Danny Jackson & Bobby Zikes
(Newark, Texas -- May 15, 2021) Texas Wings and Buzzardaire hosted the
annual Wings SPA pattern contest. Off and on clouds with breezes up to 25 knots and
mild temps greeted 11 of the world’s best flyers from across the globe (well, Texas at
least) for a day of fun in the sun and amazing aerial acrobatics. There were no takers in
Novice, four in Sportsman, two in advanced and three each in Expert and Senior.
Flying started at 9:00, and four rounds were flown by 5:00 with the worst damage
being a burned out glow plug. Not even one busted prop! That’s what it’s all about.
For lunch Wings club served what’s becoming their trademark - all you can eat
tacos. Special appearances were made throughout the day by warbirds from nearby
Meacham airport having their annual warbird day. Full-size fly-bys included several by
Fifi, one of only 2 flying B-29s in the world.
Raffle prizes were plentiful this year with sponsors such as JT Hobbies, Rockler tools, Master Airscrew, Wings, and
Buzzardaire
In the end:
Sportsman was won by Bobby Zikes, with Nathan Haycock and Adam Rush in second and third.
Advanced was won by Max Blose with (returning to SPA this year) Blake Arnold in second.
Expert was nail-biting close with Stephen Byrd beating Pat Ensign by one point! Final score 2998 to 2997.
Now THAT’S close! Newcomer to SPA Tony White took third, flying his first contest in Expert. Welcome
Tony!
Senior Expert was also unbelievably close with Dave Dingman beating Danny Jackson by barely 5 points.
Ken Knotts put on an impressive display taking an honorable third.
Thanks to all the help from the Wings club, who has been a long-term staunch supporter of SPA, Mrs.
Buzzardaire (Leslie Ensign), who does the scoring and other duties (yeah, Pat THINKS he runs the show but
she really does) and the Sponsors. Without all the help, the CD would not have a job…...Buzzardaire

Texas Wings RC Flying Club
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The Pilots

By Jimmy Russell

L-R: Ellis Newkirk, Warren Oliver, Ed Seigler, Jamie Strong, Blair Halkett, Bryan Adcock, Duane
Wilson, Derek Meacham, CD Jimmy Russell, Bill Dodge, Norman Bonnette, Ben Spidle, Terry Boston,
Jeff Owens, Dan Jackson, Ken VandenBosch, Vic Koenig, Anthony Blair, & Dave Phillips

2021 Ben Oliver Memorial SPA Contest Report
I think this contest opened up the SPA East season with a bang. We were all sick and tired of 2020. Everyone
just wanted to get out in the sun and fly some old school pattern. We had plenty of both at Knoxville. The only
complaint I received was that it was too “hot”. I asked the weatherman to help us and the best he could do was low
wind and no rain, which was just about perfect. SPA’ers started showing up Thursday with more trickling in Friday.
We lost a plane in practice with Ellis Newkirk’s Electric Compensator. He lost radio contact during a turnaround and
it went into the lake. Warren and some others went down to the water and were able to flag down a boater. They
were able to retrieve what was floating. The motor and esc are still at the bottom of the lake.
We opened the contest with a moment of silence in respect for the recent passing of Dr Fred Robertson and
Charlie Johns. Several guys shared many happy memories about them throughout the weekend. With 21 pilots,
promptness was the name of the game. After the group shot we had wheels up shortly after 9. Thanks to Jamie Strong
for spending most of his free time coaching the large Basic class many of whom were at their 1st SPA contest. He has
a laid back way of teaching pattern that puts newbies at ease. By noon we had wrapped up 2 rounds in all classes. I was
so happy to see most of the day 2 planes were in the air. I knew with 132 actual flights to be flown we had to keep me
flying. KCRC member Todd Thomas brought the Chic Filet A lunch and fliers ate when they weren’t flying. Planes
continued to fly all afternoon till about 4:15 when we finished 4 rounds in all classes. We lost one plane Saturday. Ben
Spidle (1st timer) lost orientation and his plane went down and the dry hard turf didn’t cushion much. Phil Spelt also
had a mishap where his Dirty Birdy got tangled up in the fence but the Birdy is repairable and will fly again. A lot of
folks met at Calhoun’s for the traditional dinner and storytelling Sat night. (Interesting experience —the lights went
out twice, spooky ed).
Sunday rolled in and so did the
fog. But it cleared right on cue and
we were back flying at 9 am. All the
classes ticked right along with almost seamless precision. This was
due that word (promptness) I asked
for in the Pilot’s meeting. Everyone
quickly answered the call to judge
or fly. All I had to do was ask. Jim
Johns did his magic entering scores
and giving me round totals to post
periodically. All this made my job of
CD’ing almost easy. We wrapped
up both flight lines
almost at the same time with “Hot
Rod” Phillips closing us out in Senior
Expert just after noon.
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(Left) Ben Spidle flying his large T-28 in Basic

(Right) Derek Meacham and Ben Spidle with T-28

Ellis’s lost
Electric
Compensator
was quickly
replaced by a
borrowed
He traveled all the way from Texas to see long-time Bootlegger from
friends Jerry Black and Warren Oliver-and to fly with us. Jerry Black. He
First place in Sr Expert, Ellis Newkirk waves to the folks. adapted quickly.

Equipment Use Compilation-Knoxville
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We had really nice raffle. Thanks to Scott Anderson at PMA for the Killer Kaos
kit and doing the legwork to acquire the grand prize, a JR Propo T8x4 radio
system donated by DeeForce (the JR distributor in the states). Also a thank you
goes to Mean Joe at Balsa USA for always sending me a nice box of goodies.
As the raffle tickets were being stirred I told everyone if Peggy Phillips wins the
grand prize again we are going to open an investigation. Everyone had a good laugh
at that. It’s no secret she’s one lucky lady. After the bottles of glue and glue
caddies were handed out, I pulled Dan Jackson’s ticket for the PMA Kaos kit. Then
after much anticipation Duane Wilson possessed the ticket for the Radio.
This ended up being the largest SPA contest in recent times. With 6 rounds
flown in all classes, 4+ in every class, and 5 having their 1st experience in SPA, I
have to say this contest was my definition of a success. I’ve heard from a couple of
the new guys after the contest and I wouldn’t be surprised to see them at other
contests this year. I won’t get into the results. You can read them below. But for
once at a recent SPA contest not everyone went home with an award. I was happy
to give 'em someone to beat in Expert ha-ha.
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Jamie carries on

Team Blair

Our Illustrious CD’s UFO

Nice picture of Dave Phillips as
poses with his Dirty Birdy at Knoxville.
(By the way, This is how you hold your
plane when you pose for a picture).
Dave has been an active, dedicated,
member of SPA for a long time and has
stepped up to CD many contests. He
attends contests far and wide (even as far
away as Asheville), and if the term
“indispensible” can be applied to an
individual, (and his better half) this is one
case where it applies.

The “Dynamic Duo”
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2021 SPA Contest Calendar
SPA East Schedule
Date

Event & Contest Director

Location

NEW DATE
June 12-13

Cass Underwood Memorial
Jamie Strong CD

Prattville, AL

July 10-11

JCRC SPA Contest
Vic Koenig CD

Johnson City, TN

August 7-8

NEW
SPA East-West Nationals
Jim Johns CD

Memphis, TN

NEW DATE
Oct 9-10

SPA East Masters
Jerry Black CD

Johnson City, TN

SPA West Schedule
Date

Event & Contest Director

Location

June 19

Golden Triangle
Frank Cox CD

Grand Prairie, TX

August 7-8

NEW
SPA East-West Nationals
Jim Johns CD

Memphis, TN

Sept 11

Wichita Falls
Tony Breyen & Pat Ensign CDs

Wichita Falls, TX

Oct 23

West Championships
@ HOTMAC Todd Blose CD

Waco, TX

Dedicated to the Building, Flying and Competition
of Vintage Pattern Model Aircraft
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SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

COME
VISIT
OUR
WEBSITE

Name______________________________________________________________
Street Address______________________________________________________
City______________________

State___________________ Zip____________

@

www.
senior pattern.
com

Date of Birth:______—_______—________ AMA Number ________________
Telephone (_____)_________________ E-Mail ____________________________
Mail this form along with check/money order made out to The Senior Pattern Association for $20.00 to:
Jim Johns 85 Hodge Rd. Dutton, AL 35744

www.seniorpattern.com

Jim Johns
85 Hodge Rd
Dutton, AL 35744
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